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Identity Fraud: Using Facts to Cut Through Speculation 
Number of Data Breaches Resulting in Identity Fraud 

 
 
Identity fraud reality does not match with consumer perceptions. The numbers of US victims of 
identity fraud and incidence rates have decreased every year from 2003 through 20071.  
Additionally, the total one year fraud dollar amounts dropped 11.5% from $55.7B to $49.3B over the 
last year. Mean consumer costs for identity fraud did increase from $431 to $535, or 24%, but the 
majority of consumers pay nothing out of pocket. Mean resolution hours fell in 2007—lowering the 
opportunity costs paid by consumers—from 40 hours down to 25 hours (with a median resolution 
time of 5 hours). Regardless of the decreases in identity fraud, however, 8.4 million victims and 
$49.3B in dollar losses add up to a very serious source of crime. Currently, 68% of Americans 
utilize the online channel; and any new channel brings new types of threats. Online hazards are 
often overblown, as online access only accounted for 16% of identity fraud among the 42% of 
identity fraud victims who know how their data was stolen.2 Additionally, data breaches accounted 
for only 3% of identity fraud among actual victims in 2007. Media hype has played into consumer 
fears, perpetuating existing misperceptions (especially about the online channel), but has also 
served a necessary and vital component in educating about the risks of unprotected or improperly 
protected data. For FIs and networks, correction of misplaced assumptions through further 
consumer education can allay unnecessary fears and reduce anxiety about exposure to identity 
fraud. Consistent, well-defined messaging is needed to convey this communication to consumers.  

Compared to the attention they receive and the high numbers of consumers receiving notifications, 
data breaches actually account for only a very small portion of actual identity fraud in the US. In 
2006, just 0.8% of data breach victims suffered an identity fraud. It is likely the preventative actions 
taken in data breaches avert identity fraud in many cases. As discussed, identity fraud remains a 
prevalent and very serious crime despite the fact that progressive action is being made. To 
illustrate, one out of every ten consumers has directly experienced identity theft (over lifetime). 
Eight percent have experienced new account fraud, one of the most difficult types of fraud to detect.

                                                 
1 Please refer to 2007 Identity Fraud Survey Report, Javelin Strategy & Research, January 2007. 
2 Ibid 
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Enhanced Customer Control Reduces Bank and Merchant Fraud  
Banks Offering Javelin’s Recommended Customer Fraud Detection Features 

 
Security executives are fighting back against escalating criminal attacks, strengthening 
authentication, integrating systems and functions across business lines, and meeting various 
compliance challenges—and as a result identity fraud has declined 12% since 2006.3 Risk and 
fraud experts’ best work has traditionally been distant from the customer, but criminals’ increased 
ability to successfully impersonate the customer—or the bank or payments firm itself—means that 
institutions that partner with customers will most successfully foil the common enemy. Javelin’s 
annual Safety Scorecard results show that banks’ and issuer’s greatest effectiveness lies in after-
the-fact victim resolution (the average provider scored 66%), yet experience and federal guidance 
led to 50% achievement, an improvement, in the prevention category. Technology advancements 
from UDLAPs to email or mobile alerts allow institutions to deputize the customer™, making for a 
powerful detection alliance. Customers value this role, with 60% believing that protection of their 
accounts is a shared responsibility;4 and, in fact, 47% of all fraud cases are initially identified by the 
victim.5 IFMs sent via email or by phone will bolster technology ROI by lowering actual fraud and 
strengthening loyalty, while also assisting with location-specific marketing offers.  
 
To protect brand and minimize losses banks and issuers must overcome disconnects between 
current mitigation capabilities, emerging fraud needs and customer desires, as shown in nationally-
representative research of fraud patterns and customer preference. Comprehensive research data 
can also lead to effective product investment roadmaps, providing a gap-analysis tool when multiple 
information sources are compared. For example, less than one third of FIs offer alerts for personal 
address changes,6 yet criminals employ such changes in fully two-thirds of all account takeovers.5 

                                                 
3 2007 Identity Fraud Report, Javelin Strategy & Research, January 2007 
4 Data Breaches & Buyer Behavior, Javelin Strategy & Research, March 2007  
5 2007 Identity Fraud Report, Javelin Strategy & Research, January 2007 
6 2006 Banking Identity Safety Scorecard, Javelin Strategy & Research, October 2006 
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